Here, we provide evidence that this problem can be alleviated in vivo if proteins start folding co-translationally. Using an all-atom simulation-based algorithm, we compute the folding properties of various large protein domains as a function of nascent chain length, and find that for certain proteins, there exists a narrow window of lengths that confers both thermodynamic stability and fast folding kinetics. Beyond these lengths, folding is drastically slowed by non-native interactions involving C-terminal residues. Thus, cotranslational folding is predicted to be beneficial because it allows proteins to take advantage of this optimal window of lengths and thus avoid kinetic traps. Interestingly, many of these proteins' sequences contain conserved rare codons that may slow down synthesis at this optimal window, suggesting that synthesis rates may be evolutionarily tuned to optimize folding. Using kinetic modelling, we show that under certain conditions, such a slowdown indeed improves co-translational folding efficiency by giving these nascent chains more time to fold. In contrast, other proteins are predicted not to benefit from co-translational folding due to a lack of significant non-native interactions, and indeed these proteins' sequences lack conserved C-terminal rare codons. Together, these results shed light on the factors that promote proper protein folding in the cell, and how biomolecular self-assembly may be optimized evolutionarily.
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Repeat for multiple chain lengths, Incorporate into kinetic model
(See text for details.) (D) (Top) At various chain lengths, we plot the equilibrium probability that the structural elements associated with each folding step in the MarR monomer folding pathway are folded (gold = hairpin folding, blue = DNA binding region folding, green = dimerization region folding ). X's indicate the minimum chain lengths at which each step is possible. (Bottom) For each chain length shown in the top panel, we plot the rate of the slowest folding step-DNA-binding region formation. A narrow window of chain lengths that confers both folding speed and stability is highlighted in purple. Error bars on folding rates are obtained from bootstrapping. (see Methods) Both panels are shown at a simulation temperature of T = 0.51T M simulating the co-translational folding of a protein previously 99 shown to contain a conserved rare codons ≥ 30 amino acids 100 downstream of a possible co-translational folding intermediate
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exceeds what is predicted from general scaling laws of folding 182 time as a function of length (1, 28, 29) . For instance, the 183 power law scaling proposed by Gutin et al. (29) , · ≥ L 4 , 184 predicts only a ≥4-fold slowdown between lengths 100 and 185 144 AA. The discrepancy between this general scaling and our 186 observed dramatic slowdown suggests that factors specific to 187 MarR are at play. One possibility is non-native intermediates.
188
To test this hypothesis, we turned o the contribution of 189 non-native contacts to the potential energy by re-running 190 simulations in an all-atom Go potential in which only native 191 contacts contribute (30, 31) . In stark contrast to the full 192 knowledge-based potential (Fig. 3A, left) , the native-only 193 potential predicts that below the melting temperature, the 194 full protein folds dramatically faster than the partial chain at 195 length 100. Furthermore, whereas the full potential predicts 196 that both folding rates drop with decreasing temperature, the 197 native-only potential predicts that the folding rates remain 198 constant or increase with decreasing temperature. These 199 findings can be explained by two e ects related to non-native 200 contacts, namely 1.) The partial chain is normally stabilized 201 by loose non-native contacts, and so their absence leads to a 202 reduced thermodynamic driving force for folding (Figs S1H and 203 S2E), and 2.) The absence of non-native contacts eliminates 204 kinetic trapping for the full protein at low temperatures. As a 205 result, the folding rate now increases, rather than decreases 206 with lowering temperature due to a stronger thermodynamic 207 driving force. These observations point to the importance of 208 non-native interactions in producing the observed orders-of-209 magnitude slowdown in MarR folding rate in the full potential 210 at lengths beyond 100 amino acids.
211
As an additional test of the role of non-native contacts, we 212 examined snapshots that have yet to undergo the rate-limiting 213 step and identified ones that are kinetically trapped, defined 214 as having Ø 5 non-native contacts that need to be broken 215 before the rate-limiting step can occur. Snapshots that do not 216 fulfill this criterion are deemed non-trapped, and generally 217 take on a looser, more molten-globule like structure. We then 218 computed the free energy di erence between these trapped 219 and non-trapped ensembles as a measure for the stability of 220 misfolded kinetic traps ( Fig. 3B ). For all temperatures below 221 the melting temperature, this free energy di erence is greater 222 for the MarR chain at length 100 than for the full protein. We 223 note that at temperatures below T ¥ 0.85 TM , non-trapped 224 structures are observed extremely infrequently, leading to large 225 errors in this free energy calculation. We thus do not plot 226 these temperatures. But the trend at temperatures above 227 T ¥ 0.85 TM clearly suggest that the full protein experiences 228 deeper kinetic traps. Although we define trapped snapshots 229 here as ones that have Ø 5 non-native contacts, our results 230 are robust to the choice of this threshold value ( Fig. S2F ).
231
Since kinetic traps are deeper at chain lengths beyond 100 232 amino acids, we hypothesized that non-native contacts in-233 volving residues at sequence positions beyond 100 crucially 234 stabilize these traps at longer lengths. To test this, we con-235 structed and clustered the non-native contact maps of full 236 protein snapshots prior to the rate-limiting step (see Meth-237 ods), and visualized average non-native contact maps for these 238 clusters (Fig. 3C) . Indeed, the two most heavily populated 239 clusters contain multiple non-native contacts involving amino 240 acids beyond 100. In the first cluster (left), residues 51-55, 241 which natively pair with the beta strand 95-100, are instead 242 sequestered into a non-native hydrophobic core that is stabi-243 lized by C-terminal residues. In the second cluster (right), the 244 beta strand 95-100 forms a non-native hairpin with residues 245 106-111, again impeding the native insertion of residues 51-55. 246 Notably, many of the residues involved in stabilizing these 247 non-native traps, particularly cluster 2, are already synthe-248 sized at length 112, thus explaining why the rate of folding is 249 already much slower at that length than at length 100. To-250 gether, these contact maps further highlight the importance of 251 C-terminal non-native contacts in drastically slowing folding 252 as the nascent MarR chain elongates.
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A B C Fig. 3 . A) Folding rate vs temperature for DNA binding region folding rate as a function of temperature at nascent chain length 100 (dashed line) and full MarR (solid line), using the all-atom potential (left) and a native-central potential in which non-native interactions have been turned off (right). Symbols indicate temperatures at which the partial chain folds significantly faster than the full monomer (p < 0.01) based on bootstrapped distributions (see Methods) (B) Free-energy difference between configurations prior to the rate-limiting step that are kinetically trapped (defined as having at least 5 nonnative contacts that must be broken before rate-limiting step can occur) and those that are not trapped as a function of temperature for both the partial MarR chain at length 100 and full MarR. (C) Mean nonnative contact maps for the two most prevalent clusters (see Methods) among full MarR simulation snapshots in which the DNA binding region is not folded, along with representative structures. Contacts involving the C-terminus that most be broken before folding can proceed are circled in red on the maps and highlighted on the respective structures. 
Kinetic modeling predicts that vectorial synthesis helps
281
In Fig. 4b (left), we incorporate our computed folding rates 282 for MarR into the kinetic model and plot the resulting proba-283 bility of occupying di erent folding intermediates over time. 284 We choose a set of parameters for which the e ect of vectorial 285 synthesis is particularly pronounced, namely we assume the 286 slowest folding rate is 6 · 10 ≠3 times the protein synthesis rate. 287 For these parameters, enough time is spent at the 100-112 288 amino acid length regime that the DNA-binding region folds 289 in roughly 50% of nascent chains (green and blue curves). The 290 other half remains trapped in misfolded states (red curve). In 291 contrast, an analogous simulation of post-translational folding 292 shows no appreciable folding during this time period owing 293 to the deep traps ( Fig. S3A . We further assume either no slowdown at conserved rare codons between residues 100-112 (left), or a 6-fold slowdown at rare codons (right, see main text and Methods). States are colored as in (A) (black = no native tertiary structure, gold = beta hairpin folded, red = beta hairpin folded with significant nonnative contacts, blue = DNA binding region folded, green = fully folded), and sample structures are shown. We neglect lengths prior to 100, at which point no folding occurs. (C) Fractional reduction in the mean time to complete synthesis and folding as a function of unknown synthesis rate, assuming various percent slowdowns at rare codons indicated by numbers over the curves and highlighted on the respective structures.
can be enhanced by slowing down MarR synthesis around the 296 optimal folding length of 100. In vivo such a slowdown may 297 result from a conserved stretch of rare codons which occurs 298 roughly 30 amino acids downstream of this length ( Fig. S3B ).
299
Indeed, we find that increasing the time spent in the 100-112 300 length regime by a factor of 6 increases the population that 301 has undergone the rate-limiting step (green + blue curves) to 302 nearly 100% ( Fig. 4b, right ). This suggests that, for these 303 parameters, a rare-codon induced slowdown around length 100 304 significantly improves co-translational folding e ciency. 305 We next varied our model's free parameters to test the 306 generality of these results. In Fig. 4C , we show the mean 307 time required for post-translational folding divided by the 308 mean time for co-translational folding. This ratio is a proxy 309 for the folding time benefit due to vectorial synthesis, with 310 a value greater than 1 implying a benefit. We plot this ra-311 tio as a function of the unknown folding/synthesis timescale 312 ratio, assuming that rare codons increase the time spent at 313 the 100-112 length regime by various factors. We find that 314 vectorial synthesis is always beneficial, although as expected 315 this benefit diminishes as the folding/synthesis timescale ratio 316 approaches zero, as the chain no longer has enough time to 317 fold at length 100 ( Fig. S3C ). Furthermore, slowing down 318 synthesis due to rare codons improves this benefit so long 319 as the folding/synthesis timescale ratio is less than ≥ 0.01. 320 For ratios above this, folding at intermediate lengths is fast 321 enough that there is no benefit from slowing down synthesis 322 (Fig. S3D ). Thus in summary, our model predicts that 1.) 323 for nearly all parameter values, MarR co-translational folding 324 improves folding e ciency by helping nascent chains overcome 325 deep kinetic traps, and 2,) assuming a reasonable range of 326 timescales, rare codons tune synthesis rates so that a nascent 327 MarR monomer can optimally exploit the faster folding rates 328 available to it at lengths around 100 amino acids.
329
Non-native interactions explain rare codon usage in multiple 330 proteins. We then applied these methods to investigate the 331 folding of other E. Coli proteins which were previously pre-332 dicted to form stable folding intermediates upstream of con-333 served rare codon stretches (12). For each, we plot the native 334 stability and the slowest folding rate as a function of chain 335 length at a chosen temperature where the folding stability is 336
Stable intermediates
Kinetic traps C-terminal rare codons For each protein, the native structure (top row) and a sample structure that has yet to undergo the rate-limiting folding step (bottom row) are shown, with C-terminal non-native contacts that must be broken prior to this step highlighted in red. Blue Xs's in the top panels indicate the lengths at which the first amino acids associated with the rate-limiting step have been synthesized, while black X's in bottom row indicate that no folding rate is computed because, even though enough residues have been synthesized for the rate-limiting structures to fold, their stability is low.
As before, for each protein, we work at a temperature at which the fully synthesized chain shows a folding stability of ≥ necessary to give the chain enough time to fold, consistent with 436 the presence of conserved C-terminal rare codons ≥30 amino 437 acids downstream. In contrast to co-translational folding, 438 post-translational folding is expected to be much less e cient 439 for these proteins owing to misfolded states. Our results may 440 also explain why other proteins lack conserved C-terminal rare 441 codons. Namely for DHFR and the HemK N-terminal domain, 442 we find that although co-translational folding is possible, it is 443 not advantageous relative to post-translational folding because 444 the full proteins fold rapidly without populating significant 445 kinetic traps.
446
This study both generates specific experimental predictions, 447 and also advances our general understanding of codon usage 448 in proteins. For decades, it has been known that synonymous 449 mutations which alter translation speed can a ect the folding of 450 large proteins, potentially reducing fitness (17) or exacerbating 451 disease symptoms (37-39). However, the mechanism for these 452 e ects has not been established. Other studies have examined 453 the role of evolutionarily conserved clusters of rare codons at 454 domain boundaries, suggesting that these may give individual 455 domains time to fold co-translationally (40). But more recent 456 work has shown that conserved rare codons may be found at 457 any chain length at which folding can begin, and not exclusively 458 at domain boundaries (12, 13) . These studies did not, however, 459 establish a rationale for slowing down synthesis in the middle 460 of a domain. Our work provides a potential mechanistic 461 explanation for these observations, pointing to the crucial role 462 of misfolded intermediates stabilized by C-terminal residues. 463 In the cell, such intermediates may be involved in harmful 464 aggregation, an e ect that is not considered in our model 465 but which may further heighten selection for co-translational 466 folding. It is further worth noting that some rare codons, 467 particularly at the 5' end of genes, have evolved for reasons 468 unrelated to co-translational folding, for instance to promote 469 proper mRNA folding (36, 41, 42) , or to minimize ribosome 470 jamming (43). However, our work focuses on rare codons 471 D R A F T further downstream in coding sequences, at which point a nascent chain will be synthesized to a greater extent and Simulation analysis and folding rate computation . To investigate a 533 given construct's folding properties, we first generated native contact 534 maps of the respective fully synthesized and equilibrated structure, 535 and identified islands of long-range contacts referred to as substruc-536 tures (46). Native contact maps and substructures for each protein 537 are shown in the SI. We then defined a coarse-grained folding land-538 scape characterized by transitions between states defined by a subset 539 of formed substructures. Such states are referred to as topological 540 configurations (46). For fully synthesized MarR, example topolog-541 ical configurations include abcdef (all substructures folded), abc 542 (only substructures a, b and c are folded) and ÿ (no substructures 543 folded-see Fig. S1 ). The resulting network of topological configu-544 rations is analogous to a Markov state model (47) PMFs as a function of number of native contacts or presence/absence 561 of kinetic trapping (as in Fig. 3C ) The PMF as a function of native 562 contacts was used to compute a thermal average number of native 563 contacts at each temperature, as in Fig. 2B .
564
To analyze unfolding simulations, we first assigned snapshots 565 from these simulations to topological configurations, as above. To 566 account for misclassification due to possible structural ambiguity, 567 we fit the unfolding trajectories to a Hidden Markov Model that 568 assumes a constant and uniform probability of misclassification to 569 any incorrect configuration. We then identified clusters, or sets of 570 topological configurations that are in rapid exchange. This was 571 accomplished by defining a kinetic distance between topological 572 configurations i and j, defined as the average time to transition be-573 tween them, then clustering together configurations whose distance 574 is below some threshold. The threshold was chosen to ensure a 575 substantial separation between the timescales of exchange within 576 the resulting clusters and exchange between clusters. This again en-577 sures that clusters show Markovian dwell time distributions, which 578 we have verified for MarR. The resulting clusters for each protein 579 construct are shown in SI. Each snapshot from the unfolding simu-580 lations was then assigned to a cluster. At each unfolding simulation 581 temperature, we then computed rates of unfolding between clusters, 582 and fit the log rates as a function of temperature to the Arrhenius 583 equation. Fig. S1 shows that the Arrhenius equation provides a 584 good fit for the observed MarR unfolding rates. Using the Arrhenius 585 equation, we then extrapolated unfolding rates to lower, more phys-586 iologically reasonable temperatures. We also computed the relative 587 free energies of each cluster at those temperatures using the PMFs 588 as a function of topological configuration obtained previously. From 589 these unfolding rates and free energies, the folding rates between 590 clusters were calculated from detailed balance. Namely, for two 591 clusters i and j, the ratio of the forward and reverse transition rates 592 ⁄ iaej and ⁄ jaei satisfies
594 where F i,j are the relative free energies of the respective clusters.
595
For each protein construct, we performed a bootstrap analysis 596 to obtain an error distribution on folding rates by resampling 1000 597 times from the unfolding trajectories with replacement. We tested 598 our method on HemK, for which folding transitions are fast enough 599 for their rate to be directly calculated, and obtained good agreement 600 (Fig. S7 )
601
Using the PMFs as a function of topological configuration, we 602 computed the equilibrium probabilities of forming structures asso-603 ciated with the rate-limiting folding step ( Fig. 2D and Fig. 5 ) as 604 follows: First, we identified the cluster that the protein transitions 605 into during the rate limiting step. For MarR, this would be the 606 cluster consisting of [abc, bc, bcd] . We then identified the substruc-607 tures that are formed in the least folded configuration assigned Where M L (T ) is a transition matrix whose entries are given by
Where the folding/unfolding rates ⁄ L jaei (T ) at length regime L are 657 computed as described previously. configuration in c to one in c'. We then find the c' that is most 671 similar to c, and propagate element c of P L,T (· L ) to element c' of 672 P L Õ ,T (0). The time spent at a given length regime · L is computed 673 using:
Where · fast and ·rare are the average times to translate a fast and 676 a rare codon, respectively, while N L fast and N L rare are the numbers 677 of fast and rare codons in the length regime L. The values of · fast 678 and ·rare relative to characteristic folding times are unknown, and 679 varied as free parameters as described in the main text.
680
In addition to computing how probability distributions evolve 681 in time, we can compute the mean time to completion of synthesis 682 and folding · total (Fig. 4C) . To do this, we solve and propagate the 683 probabilty distribution until the fully synthesized length regime F 684 is reached, then evaluate the sum
Where the second sum is over clusters in the full length F, P F,T c (0) 687 is the initial probability of occupying cluster c (obtained by propa-688 gating from the penultimate length regime as described above), and 689 · F fold, c is the mean first-passage time to reach the cluster containing 690 the folded cluster starting from cluster c. This mean first passage 691 time is obtained by setting an absorbing boundary at the folded 692 cluster and solving the equation:
Where (M L (T )) | is the transpose of the transition matrix, · F fold 695 is a vector whose elements are the mean first passage times to the 696 folded cluster from each initial cluster c, and the right hand side is 697 a vector of negative ones. (2) Minimum free energy relative to fully unfolded state as a function of chain length using the coarse-grained model in (2) . A decrease in free energy around length 110 is observed that is analogous to our predicted rise in stability around length 100. Table S2 . For each transition, we only plot rates at temperatures for which the free energy difference between the clusters involved in the transition is less than 10 kT-for differences higher than this, statistical convergence of PMFs becomes poor. Error bars are obtained by bootstrapping (see Methods). (E) Fraction of native contacts as a function of temperature for MarR chain at length 100 and fully synthesized MarR as a function of temperature in the natives-only potential. The 100 residue chain shows worse stability than in the complete potential, where it is stabilized by non-native contacts. (F) Same as Fig. 3B , but for different values of N, the threshold number of non-native contacts that must be broken during rate-limiting step for a snapshot to be declared trapped (see methods). As in Fig. 3B . During this time period, nearly the entirety of the population remains kinetically trapped in the misfolded cluster 2 (red state with hairpin folded, but DNA binding region not folded). Color scheme is the same as in Fig. 4. (B) Fraction of homologous MarR sequences from sequence alignment enriched in rare codons as a function of sliding sequence window position , and associated p-value. Beginning around position 120, a large fraction of sequences contain rare codons. For details, see (2) .(C) Same as main text Fig. 4B , except now assuming the slowest folding rate is 10 -4 times the protein synthesis rate. Under this condition, folding is so slow compared to synthesis that the chain has insufficient time to fold co-translationally, even if rare codons are used. (D) Same as main text Fig. 4B , except now assuming the slowest folding rate is 0.02 times the protein synthesis rate (note change in x scale). Now, folding is fast enough that the protein folds co-translationally regardless of whether rare codons are used, so there is no benefit to slowing down. Arrows under plot indicate time spent in each length regime. table S3 . (F-H) Mean contact maps for the three most prevalent clusters among snapshots assigned to topological configuration A, prior to rate-limiting step. As with MarR, all clusters contain non-native contacts involving the C-terminus which must be broken before folding can proceed. (I) Fraction of homologous FabG sequences from sequence alignment enriched in rare codons as a function of sliding sequence window position , and associated pvalue. In kinetic modeling, when rare codons are included, we introduce a slowdown in synthesis between AAs 80-94, 125-138, and 179-192 (roughly 30 amino acids upstream of each rare stretch). (J) Sample kinetic model results for probability of occupying various FabG folding intermediates as a function of time, assuming total protein synthesis time is ~10 5 times faster than slowest folding time and no slowdown at rare codons (left) and slowdown by factor of 6 at rare codons (middle). We consider the following length regimes (indicated under x axis): 80-94 Table S3 : Clusters for each FabG construct. In cases where the configurations assigned to a cluster at one chain length do not have an exact match at the subsequent length, we number clusters so as to indicate how population would be propagated to the next length based on structural similarity in kinetic model (see methods). For example, any population that occupies cluster 0 at length 181 are propagated to cluster 5 at length 244, even if the two clusters are not exactly alike. Likewise, any population in clusters 4 or 5 at length 128 are propagated to cluster 4/5 at length 181. These differences in cluster definition arise because at different lengths, different non-native contacts form during unfolding simulations, which dictate whether or not topological configurations are in fast exchange. We further note that for the fully synthesized FABG, the completely folded topological configuration is abcdefghij. However, we begin our unfolding simulations from state abcdef, since the fully folded state is thermodynamically disfavored when the protein is monomeric. We expect tetramerization will stabilize this fully folded state Table S4 : Clusters for each CMK construct. We note that the first folding step involves the formation of substructure a (not computed), but this transition involves the simple folding of a short-range antiparallel beta hairpin and is not expected to be rate limiting. We further note that our PMFs predict that state acdefg is slightly lower in free energy at physiologically reasonable temperatures than the state abcdefg in which all substructures are formed, although these two differ by a relatively minor conformational change.
